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Ph~m DIA~ T5~: 3olA ... ~alistl Sho ...t Sto ...~ 

W ...ite"'l Collecto ... Of HlAmo ...olAs Sto ... ies. 

3oh~ c. Schafe ... 
Humboldt State Univel"'sity 

Many Vietnamese, even those who have grown up in the United States, 
know Ph~m Duy (complete name: Ph~m Duy Cfln), the Vietnamese 
singer, composer, and musicologist who has composed some of the best
loved songs of Vietnam.' Younger Vietnamese, however, unless they 
are students of Vietnamese literary history, don't know about Ph~m Duy 
Ton, Ph~m Duy's father. He deserves to be better known, however, be
cause as Vietnamese literary historians all agree, he played an important 
role in the literary life of his country, particularly in the development of 
prose fiction, and no doubt would have contributed more if he had not 
died of consumption at the age of 43. Ph~m Duy Ton is most interesting 
when seen as an individual-as someone who made certain choices, ac
complished particular things, wrote this or that story. But he can also be 
viewed as a representative of a group of Vietnamese intellectuals who 
reached maturity around the turn of the century and were forced to come 
to grips with the realities of French colonialism. I will describe Ph~m 

Duy Ton's choices and contributions and provide some translations of 
his writing, but first a brief biographical sketch. 

Ph~m Duy Ton was born in Ha NQi in 1881 when the French 
were stamping out the final pockets of Vietnamese resistance in their 
attempt to turn Tonkin (north Vietnam) and Annam (central Vietnam) 
into peaceful Protectorates of France. His father was called thien hQ, an 
honorary title assigned men with some wealth and prestige. When the 
French solidified their hold on Tonkin, he became a merchant and sold 
oil (which at that time was used primarily for lamps). Apparently Ph~m 

Duy Ton's father earned a comfortable living; at least his grandson, Ph~m 

Duy, reports that his father grew up in a family that did not suffer severe 
financial hardship. Ph~m Duy Ton reached adulthood at the turn of the 
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century when men with an interest in furthering their education had to 
decide whether to, as his son explains, "become one of the last of the 
Confucian scholars or to choose Western studies to become the first per
son in a new movement."2 Me chose the latter course and enrolled in the 
School for Interpreters from which he graduated in 1901. Other gradu
ates included Nguyen Van Vinh and Ph~m Quynh who later both be
came enthusiastic collaborators with the French and successful promot
ers of a modem literature in quoc ngii, the national script. 

After graduating from the School for Interpreters, he worked for 
a short while as an interpreter in an office of the colonial government, 
but then, for reasons that aren't clear, resigned to pursue other means of 
making a living. Although some relatives told Ph<;tm Duy that his father 
quit his interpreter's job because he opposed the French, Ph<;tm Duy sus
pects his restlessness and sense of adventure may have had more to do 
with his decision.3 After leaving his interpreter's job Ph<;tm Duy Ton 
taught at Trf Tri School in Ha N¢i. Apparently he also assisted in the 
founding in 1907 of the Tonkin Free School (Dong Kinh Nghia Thl;lc). 
Nguyen Hien Le mentions that Ph~m Duy Ton was one of the scholars 
of the "new learning" (tan h9C) who were associated with this movement 
to modernize Vietnamese education. Ph<;tm Duy Ton and Nguyen Van 
Vinh were given the responsibility of drafting the application to open the 
new school that was submitted to the office of the French Governor.4 

Because this school became adept at promoting Vietnamese national
ism, it was closed by the French authorities in 1908. 

The projects Ph<;tm Duy Ton pursued after teaching were quite 
daring and nontraditional. He opened a restaurant, a bold financial ven
ture at a time when the Chinese pretty much controlled the restaurant 
trade. Not successful with his restaurant, he started a jewelry store which, 
despite some innovative advertising involving endorsements from fa
mous actors and actresses, also failed. Apparently Ph<;tm Duy Ton bor
rowed money to finance his business schemes: Ph~m Duy mentions that 
after his father died his mother spent the rest of her life trying to pay 
back the debts of her husband.s Next came a job with a branch of the 
Banque d'Indochine. This also did not satisfy him and he began to pur
sue more vigorously a career he had already dabbled in while pursuing 
his other jobs and adventures-a career as a journalist and writer. 

In journalism and in writing he appears to have found his calling, 
for he pursued these activities until his death. In the articles included in 
the 1971 issue of Van (Literature), the issue entitled Tuong Ni¢m Ph(lm 
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Duy Ton (Remembering Ph~m Duy Ton) that was devoted to his life and 
work, he is mentioned as having worked for eleven different newspa
pers. Most of these, like Dong Duang Tc;tp Chi (Indochina Magazine) 
and Nam Phong (Soothern Ethos) were based in tla NQi, but he also 
traveled to the South to assist southern publications-Llf-c Tinh Tan Van 
(News of the Six Provinces) and Nong C6 Min Dam (Discussions of 
Agriculture and Commerce), for example. It is not easy to piece to
gether the exact role Ph~m Duy Ton played on these various newspa
pers. From the references in the various tributes to him in the Van collec
tion it appears that he acted as an editor or assisting editor for some 
newspapers, wrote editorial and short stories for others, and acted in 
both capacities-as an editor and writer-for a third group. He was sec
retary of the editorial board for the journal Hc;c Bao (Studies and News) 
when failing health forced him to retire. 

He was also a politician. In 1919 he was elected to the Ha NQi 
City Council and from 1920 to 1923 he also served in the Congress of 
North Vietnam (Bac Ky Nghi Vi~n) as a representative of District 
Three in ~ NQi. In 1922 he along with some other prominent Vietnam
ese were invited to attend the International Exposition in Marseilles. At 
this time his health was already failing and according to his son, this trip 
weakened him further. Although not a user when he was healthy, he 
began to smoke opium when he knew he was dying.6 He was philo
sophical about his death. When friends from the newspaper Thuc Nghi¢p 
Dan Bao (Producing People's Paper) came to visit him a few months 
before his death, he told them: "You only die once. I've known I was 
going to die for several years. There's no cure for this disease. For me 
death is nothing to hope for but neither is it anything to fear."7 

3out"nalist 

Assessing Ph~m Duy Ton's journalistic accomplishments is dif
ficult because it has not been possible to find copies of all the newspapers 
with which he was associated. Cornell University does, however, have 
copies of the weekly newspaper Llf-c Tinh Tan Van (News of the Six 
Provinces) for which Ph~m Duy Ton acted as writer and editor in 1915, 
and so some observations can be made based on an analysis of his con
tributions to this publication. 

In colonial Vietnam it was in principle feasible but in practice 
impossible for a Vietnamese to receive permission to start a newspaper, 
and so most Vietnamese newspapers were directed by Frenchmen 'who 
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hired Vietnamese editors and writers. The French directors of many news
papers were in tum subsidized by the colonial government. LIfC Tinh 
Tan Van was directed by Fran<;oise Henri Schneider who received funds 
from the Governor General-of Indochina. Ph~m Duy Ton was hired by 
Schneider to edit Llj-c Tinh Tan Van. After 1898, when a decree was 
passed prohibiting newspapers from publishing politically sensitive ar
ticles, censorship was strict. It became even stricter during the war. On 
August 5, 1914, the colonial government issued a decree imposing a 
strict wartime curfew on the publishing of any article damaging to French 
security. On November 11, 1914, two Frenchmen, the director and edi
tor of a French language newspaper published in Saigon, L' Opinion, 
were fined and imprisoned for violating this decree. These facts regard
ing press censorship should be kept in mind as we evaluate Ph<;tm Duy 
Ton's accomplishments as a writer and editor for Llj-c Tinh Tan Van. 8 

The articles that Ph<;tm Duy Ton wrote for Llj-c Tinh Tan Van are 
what we would call editorials, not news articles. He certainly did no 
investigative reporting. Except for a few brief reports of meetings, acci
dents, and crimes in the Six Provinces area and translations of items 
from French newspapers (news of the European war, for example), there 
were no straight news stories in LIfC Tlnh Tan Van. What did Ph<;tm Duy 
Ton write editorials about? The position expressed in most of his ar
ticles can be summarized as follows: France is a powerful and humane 
country which has already helped us achieve a "taste of civilization and 
a touch of freedom." After allied forces win the war, France will be even 
more powerful and less distracted and will help us even more. We are 
lucky to have her as our protector and not Japan or China. Our responsi
bility as Vietnamese is to be loyal subjects of France, the mother country 
(mau quae). We must refrain from spreading unsettling rumors (such as 
the French are going to trade Indochina to Japan in return for help against 
the Germans) and, of course, not join any groups plotting to disrupt 
France's authority.9 

It is clear from reading his editorials that the French would have 
been hard put to find a more persistent or more impassioned advocate 
for France's mission civilisatrice than Ph<;tm Duy Ton. In one editorial 
he reveals his awareness of other views regarding France's role in Indo
china. I know. he says, that some people believe the French are in Viet
nam only to exploit us, to milk us for taxes, to tum us into servants-that 
they provide us with only a minimal education. But I say, he continues, 
that great countries like France establish colonies for humanitarian rea
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sons as well as for profit. Sure, there are some French people who treat 
us badly. But look at the way the Japanese treat the Koreans, look at how 
the Chinese treated us, how we treated the Cambodians. Rarely has there 
been a people that love mankind as much as the French do. IO 

Not all his articles cover the glories of France. He wrote an edito
rial attacking Indian usurers and several examining why the Chinese are 
more successful at business than the Vietnamese. I I Perhaps his most 
successful articles were ones concerning the flood in the North in the 
months of July and August. This was a terrible disaster that, according to 
figures published in L/:lc Tinh Tan Van, left over 60,000 people dead
either from drowning or from a cholera epidemic that broke out after the 
flooding. In one article, "Ho<;ln N<;ln Tuong Cilu" (Helping Each Other in 
Misfortune), Ph<;lm Duy Ton described the effect of the flood in graphic 
terms and then launched an emotional appeal to his southern readers to 
form an association and collect funds to send to the North for relief of 
the flood victims. 12 His appeal was successful, an association was formed, 
and money was raised and sent to authorities in the North. 

The article that provoked the most violent reaction was called 
"Van Minh Giii" (False Civilization) which appeared on 4 November 
1915. Nong C6 Min Dam (Discussions of Agriculture and Commerce), 
another southern newspaper, printed articles by angry readers. Almost 
every issue from late November, 1915, through February, 1916, had one 
and sometimes two or three articles attacking Ph<;lm Duy Ton. The editor 
of Nong C6 Min Dam, Nguy~n Kim Dinh, also entered the fray after 
Ph<;lm Duy Ton responded indirectly to the criticism with an article en
titled "Tnkh Nhi~m Nguol Lam Bao" (The Responsibility of the Press). 
Ph<;lm Duy Ton compared the country of Vi~t Nam to a ship adrift at sea 
and journalists to the rowers and helmsmen charged with bringing it 
safely to port. Insulting each other in vulgar language demeaned, he said, 
the noble profession of journalism. Nguy~n Kim Dinh accused Ph<;lm 
Duy Ton of not practicing what he preached. 13 

What did Ph<;lm Duy Ton say in "Van Minh Gia" that stirred up 
so many people in the Six Provinces? He argued that Vietnamese were 
attracted to the superficial aspects-the gaudy trappings--of modern 
civilization and didn't appreciate that becoming civilized involved inter
nal changes in attitude. The article included an excerpt from an article by 
Nguy~n Khac Hieu, a northern writer, that had appeared in Dong Duong 
TC;Zp Chi (Indochina Magazine), a northern publication. In the excerpt 
Nguy~n Kh~k Hieu comments on the gaudy Western clothes some people 
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are wearing and ridicules those who think that all one has to do to be
come civilized is to visit a French clothing store. The article angered 
southerners, who took it as an attack by a recently arrived northerner on 
the society of the South. SBme writers reminded Ph~m Duy T6n of the 
contributions southerners had made to victims of the flood in the North 
and asked whether this humanitarian effort was a sign of a true or false 
civilization. This reaction reveals how sensitive southerners were to criti
cism by northerners. 

"But chien," or pen wars, were common in the colonial press and 
some writer/editors of southern newspapers-Le Hoang Muu and Nguyen 
Chanh Sat, for example--entered into them enthusiastically, in part be
cause they apparently increased circulation. According to M¢c Khue, 
because southern readers weren't as sophisticated as northern readers, 
they loved these "pen wars" in which writers insulted each other in col
orful language. 14 No doubt the French were pleased to let Vietnamese 
intellectuals dissipate their energies in debates over nonpolitical issues. 
According to one point of view, that of Ha N¢i scholars like Di,lng Thai 
Mai, writer/editors like Ph~m Quynh, Nguyen Van Vinh, and Ph~m Duy 
T6n were lackeys of the French and their newspapers nothing put propa
ganda sheets designed to eradicate any inklings of revolutionary and 
patriotic thought that might be sprouting in the minds of Vietnamese 
citizens. 15 

There's a great deal of truth in that charge, but it is also true that 
many Vietnamese in the period before and after the First World War 
honestly believed that Vietnam's best hope lay in a close association 
with France. Many like Ph~m Duy T6n were attracted not by the glitter
ing surface of French civilization but by what they perceived as its more 
substantive aspects-its industrial power, its successful economic sys
tem, its unity in the face of German attack, its rich literary heritage, and 
its humanitarian aims. As editor of Lf:lc Tinh Tan Van he was an instru
ment of French colonial policy, but nevertheless he obviously learned a 
great deal about the printing and managing of a newspaper and about the 
writing of editorials-skills and knowledge which he willingly shared 
with his compatriots in the north and the south. In his pieces on the flood 
he demonstrated how the press can be used to rally support for a people 
in need. According to Vii Bang, any list of the pioneers of Vietnamese 
journalism would be incomplete if it did not include the name Ph~m Duy 
T '" on. 16 
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Shor-t Stor-~ Writer

Phl;\m Duy Ton is best known for his short stories in which he 
experimented with realism and the objective method made popular in 
France by Guy de Maupassant. Phl;\m Quynh, the editor of the journal 
Nam Phong in which Phl;\m Duy Ton's stories appeared, helps us under
stand why his narratives were considered new and unusual when they 
began to appear around 1918. In an article entitled"A Discussion of the 
Novel" (Ban ve Tieu Thuyet) published in 1921, Phl;\m Quynh explains 
that traditional Chinese and Vietnamese storytellers were very good at 
tlf slf-the narration of events; they did not attempt full descriptions of 
the setting of their stories or the feelings of their characters. I? Phl;\m 
Quynh calls their narrative technique the "straight line" (<luang thiing) 
approach and compares it to the recording of history and the writing of 
family registers. Events are narrated one after the other, the writer rarely 
pausing to provide detailed descriptions of scenes or the feelings of char
acters. 

Phl;\m Quynh also stresses that in a modem novel characters and 
their actions must be believable: characters should not be fantastic, su
pernatural figures who perform actions readers know are beyond the 
power of humans. Phl;\m Quynh emphasizes this feature of the modem 
novel because supernatural beings and events were common in tradi
tional stories. The earliest recorded Vietnamese stories were called truy¢n 
truyen kY strange tales passed down from one generation to the next. 
One collection of truyen kY stories called Vi¢t Di¢n U Linh Tq.p (Spiri
tual Powers in the Viet Realm), compiled in 1329, includes many stories 
about spirits and the assistance they provided Vietnamese rulers. Even 
in the more recent verse narratives supernatural elements still playa major 
role. In Kim Van Kieu (early 1800s), for example, the ghost of the fa
mous beauty Dl;\m Tien converses with the heroine, Thuy Kieu, and in 
Life Van Tien (ca. 1860), the hero, Van Tien, is cured of blindness by a 
fairy who visits him in a dream. 

In short, traditional Vietnamese stories were not meant to be re
alistic. They were also usually based on historical events in the past and 
contained no contemporary characters. Their purpose was to teach mo
rality, usually the Confucian virtues of loyalty, filial piety, and human 
righteousness (nhan nghra). In many tales the moral was explicitly an
nounced at the beginning. Traditional writers did not describe characters 
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and scenes and leave it up to their readers to induce the moral; they 
wrote stories to illustrate well-known virtues. 

Because he realizes that realistic description was not a promi
nent feature of traditional Vietnamese stories, PhC:\m QU)lfih, in his 
article on the novel, does not advise aspiring writers to attempt it. In
stead he encourages them to begin with something easier, with what he 
calls tilu thuylt truyen kY by which he means not the traditional strange 
tales such as those collected in Vi¢t Di¢n U Linh T(zp, but modem adven
ture stories. Tilu thuylt truyen kyis PhC:\m Quynh's translation ofro
mans d' adventures and he mentions the stories of Alexander Dumas pere 
and Jules Verne and Defoe's Robinson Crusoe as instances of the type. 
This kind of novel would be easier for Vietnamese to learn to write, 
PhC:\m Quynh suggests, because "it is similar to Eastern novels-we like 
strange and unusual events-and because this type does not demand a 
high degree of literary craftsmanship; therefore, it is suitable for a coun
try such as ours in which literature is still in the early stages of develop
ment. 18 

Because PhC:\m Quynh realized Vietnamese readers weren't fa
miliar with realistic writing, he attempted to teach them about it. In 1919 
he translated a brief critical discussion of Guy de Maupassant that was 
published originally in a French publication (Information d' Extreme
Orient). PhC:\m Quynh's translation, entitled "Loi Ta Chan trong Van 
Chuang: Ban ve Nha Van Sl Phap Guy de Maupassant (1850-1893)" 
(Realism in Literature: A Discussion of the French Writer Guy de 
Maupassant), appeared in Nam Phong in March, 1919-around the time 
PhC:\m Duy Ton was writing his short stories. As the excerpts below indi
cate, this article presented a way of telling stories that all Vietnamese, 
given their traditional understanding of storytelling, would find new and 
that some-PhC:\m Duy Ton in particular-would find exciting and worth 
experimenting with in Vietnamese. 

His [Maupassant's] short stories succeed because in them 
he opens a window into the middle of life--{)pens it up 
only for a second and then closes it immediately. This 
allows us to catch a glimpse of an amusing, moving, vul
gar, or pitiful scene-but only a fleeting glimpse, as if 
the scene were passing before our eyes .... Thanks to 
[Maupassant] we know the customs, the way of speak
ing, the thinking, and the hopes of a complicated and lowly 
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class of people-fish sellers, grocers, servants, boatmen, 
laborers, girls looking for a husband, men who have aban
doned their wives, etc. He adopts a detached attitude and 
objective view..and exposes a little world (ce petit monde) 
without providing additional commentary. This allows 
readers to react according to their personality: the com
passionate see the wretchedness of these classes of people 
and sympathize with them; those lacking compassion 
observe them and are scornful. The author himself re
mains aloof and uninvolved. 

In Ph~m Duy Ton's short stories we see him applying some of the prin
ciples mentioned in this article. Instead of writing another talented-youth
meets-beautiful-girl story, a standard plot in the Vietnamese tradition, 
he opens a window on a different world-a world that includes not only 
members of the upper classes but also peasant farmers and rickshaw 
drivers. 

The earliest story I have found 19 is "Cau Chuy~n Thuang Tam" 
(A Heartrending Story). In this story (or excerpt)20 the narrator sees an 
old man trying unsuccessfully to pull a rickshaw loaded down with a 
woman and her belongings. The narrator asks the old man how his chil
dren can let him suffer so, and he explains that his only son drowned in 
a flood and he has to work to earn enough to feed his grandchildren. 

"Song Chet M~c Bay!" (It's Nothing To Me!) is the first story by 
Ph~m Duy Ton (see our translation) to be printed in Nam Phong (in 
December, 1918) and is also his most famous, the story most often singled 
out by Vietnamese literary historians as an example ofPh~m Duy Ton's 
successful application of a new way of telling stories. 21 This story has 
no formal introduction, no statement of a moral that the story will illus
trate. Instead it begins with a brief description of the situation: the river 
is rising and the dike is about to collapse. Then the author presents the 
two contrasting scenes: the frantic peasants struggling in the mud and 
rain and the aloof mandarin high and dry in the village hall, absorbed in 
his game of cards. As is clear from the translation, the author can't resist 
some moralizing. "Who except those with hearts of stone," says the nar
rator, "would not be moved by pity for the people of this village!" But 
the story marks a clear departure from past practice in its detailed de
scription and more colloquial style. 
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"Song Chet M~c Bay!" was introduced rather dramatically to the 
readers of Nam Phong. A heading in large type, MOT LOI VAN MOl 
(A New Way of Writing), appears at the top of the page22 followed by a 
three-paragraph introductiGn by Ph~m Quynh. In this introduction, Ph~m 

Quynh explains that Ph~m Duy Ton has established a "special way of 
writing based on realism." Ph~m Duy Ton believes, Ph~m Quynh 
continues, that "literature that describes a scene truthfully will auto
matically have the power to evoke strong feeling; there is no need for 
extended discussion." Up to now, he continues, our literature has over
valued the vague and mysterious and undervalued realistic writing, but 
now, as a result of influence from the West, this way of writing is be
coming more popular. Ph~m Quynh concludes by praising Ph~m Duy 
Ton for his contribution to the national literature. 

The story "Con Nguai Sa Khanh" (The Lady Killer)23 concerns 
a girl whose own husband, a ruthless deceiver, steals her money and 
jewels on a trip to Ha N¢i. "NuO'c Dai Uim N6i" (The Tides of Life) is a 
story about a man who, when he was fourteen, witnessed his father beat 
his mother to death. This is a remarkable story in several respects. The 
story of the beating is told by D~o, the man who saw his mother beaten, 
to another narrator who describes how he met D~o, an old school friend, 
outside an opium den in Saigon. D~o is thirty-eight when the narrator 
meets him, but opium and his dissolute life have so altered his appear
ance that he looks at least fifty. Before he hears D~o's story, the narrator 
tells him he should pull himself together and get a job, but after he hears 
his tale he can only repeat a line from Kim Van Kieu: "What ironies the 
tides oflife throw up!" (NuO'c dai Him n6i l~-lung khat-khe).24 The reader 
therefore reacts to the story of the beating but also to the narrator's reac
tion to it. Such techniques as these-first person point of view and fram
ing one story with another-were new on the Vietnamese literary scene 
and no doubt heightened the impact this story had on Vietnamese read
ers. 

Another remarkable feature is the extraordinarily vivid account 
of the beating. It is described in considerable detail, blow by blow: 

When I quickly opened the door and looked in, I saw my 
father strike my mother on the neck, forcing her down on 
the bed. With his other hand he hit her in the face. 

My mother, her hair disheveled, raised her arms 
to ward off the blows but it was no use. My father, like a 
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man possessed, kept beating her wildly. She fell from the 
bed but did not call out or cry: she only held her face in 
her hands and lay quietly. My father turned her over and 
began hitting and kicking her without stopping. 

My friend, when I sawall this I was terrified. I 
thought the world was falling apart. Out of fear I shouted 
loudly. My father turned and when he saw me, he let my 
mother go. Still terrified, I ran down to the kitchen and 
stayed there till morning. 

Bui Xuan Bao faults Ph<;lm Duy T6n for following French texts 
too closely. The mandarin in "S6ng Chet M~c Bay!" he says, is modeled 
on the field marshall in Alphonse Daudet's "La partie de billard."25 This 
story, one from a collection of stories called Les Contes Du Lundi, pub
lished in 1873, describes a field marshall during the Franco-Prussian 
War of 1870. While his men, who are awaiting his orders, suffer outside 
in the rain, the marshall is absorbed in a game of billiards at an elegant 
Louis XIII chateau, temporary headquarters for the French forces. The 
enemy draws closer, shells land around the chateau, and an aide-de-camp, 
covered with mud, bursts past the sentries yelling "Marshall, Marshall!" 
After expressing displeasure at the sentries for letting the man enter, the 
marshall tells him to wait and returns to his game, which he wins while 
his men are slaughtered by enemy forces. 

Ph<;lm Duy T6n may have been influenced by the Daudet story. 
The practice of modeling Vietnamese stories on French works was com
mon during this period (1912-1925).lfo Bi~u Chanh, for example, wrote 
novels based on Victor Hugo's Les Miserables, Alexander Dumas pere's 
Comte de Monte-Cristo, Hector Malot's Sans Famille, and other works.26 

A reading ofPh<;lm Duy T6n's accounts inLl:lc Tinh Tan Van of the flood 
in the north in 1915, however, suggests that "S6ng Chet M~c Bay!" was 
inspired primarily by local events. Several passages in one of his articles 
on the flood, "HOl;lll Nl;lll Tmmg Ctiu" (Helping Each Other in Misfor
tune) resemble passages in his short story and the article also contains 
the phrase "s6ng chet m~c ai" (It's nothing to me), an expression almost 
identical to the one he later used for the title of his short story, although 
in the article it is applied not to uncaring mandarins but refers to the 
attitude he hopes southerners will not adopt toward the suffering of their 
compatriots in the north.27 
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This story can be seen as a reaction to indigenous political, as 
well as natural, phenomena. As the French took more and more power 
from the Nguyen emperors at the court in Hue, many honorable and 
talented Vietnamese declined to serve as chiefs of prefectures and dis
tricts and as notables on village councils. Many of the Vietnamese who 
were willing to collaborate were lazy and incompetent individuals who 
abused the peasants and used their positions to achieve a life of luxury 
for themselves.28 In other words. Ph<;tm Duy T6n did not have to go to 
nineteenth century French literature to find models of uncaring officials; 
they were all around him. 

Apparently he also did not have to ransack French literature, or 
even his own imagination, to find officials who played cards while the 
waters rose. Here is the beginning of a report, written by a Frenchman, 
of the collapse of the dike of Thtrcmg Cat in 1910: 

For a month, the province of Ha Dong had been under 
water. From the green dike to the horizon one saw noth
ing but a mass of reddish water. The tops of high bamboo 
plants, the moss-covered roofs of pagodas, and the an
cient tumulus (grave mound) were the only things that 
showed above water. ... 

The dike was scarcely scrutinized by the man re
sponsible, the canton chief, who was playing xe-phao
mif29 at the village chief's home... First some oozing oc
curred, then a kind of stream, and, at last, as people real
ized the extent of the disaster, the dike collapsed into 
pieces like fingers falling one after the other from the hand 
of a leper.30 

Literary historians focus almost exclusively on Ph<;tm Duy T6n's 
achievements regarding the short story; they may mention in passing his 
journalistic activities, but they ignore his role as collector of folk anec
dotes (probably because they did not know that Th9 An, the pen name 
that is found on his collections of anecdotes, was Ph<;tm Duy T6n). Schol
ars devote only a modest amount of space to Ph<;tm Duy T6n-usually 
only three or four pages. In an early study of prose fiction published in 
1932, perhaps the first retrospective look at the evolution of the genre, 
Truc Ha has already concluded that Ph<;tm Duy T6n was the first writer 
to "open up a new way of writing." He praises him for his fluent, collo
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quial style and realistic description.3l Critics writing after Truc Hfl echo 
these comments. Vii NgQc Phan argues that Ph':lm Duy Ton wasn't as 
modem or as realistic a writer as other critics say he was-he maintains 
that his style was old-fashioned and complains that he slips into pious 
moralizing on occasion-but he still concludes that he was "the first to 
write short stories in the Western style."32 Thanh Lang, too, states that 
Ph':lfll Duy Ton was "the first to succeed in applying the new artistic 
method."33 

Often critics compare Ph(;lm Duy Ton to Nguyen Ba HQc, a con
temporary of Ph(;lm Duy Ton's who also wrote stories for Nam Phong. 
Nguyen Ba HQc's stories were written in a much more classical and 
formal style than that favored by Ph(;lm Duy Ton. He was a Confucian 
scholar in the old Sino-Vietnamese tradition and wrote stories with more 
explicit moral messages.34 As Thanh Lang points out, Nguyen Ba HQc 
preached conformity to society's customs whereas Ph':lm Duy Ton, tak
ing the side of the downtrodden, wanted to reform society; his works, 
Thanh Lang observes, have "a clear social tendency."35 

Not surprisingly, it is this social tendency that earns Ph':lm Duy 
Ton praise from Hfl N¢i scholars. Bui Van Nguyen and Phan SI Tan 
praise Ph(;lm Duy Ton's "Song Chet M~c Bay!" for being the first short 
story "to speak of the suffering of farmers oppressed by feudalism and 
colonialism."36 Nguyen Dang M(;lnh, another scholar from Hfl N¢i, praises 
him for opening the way for what he calls "a tendency toward critical 
realism in the contemporary short story."37 

These tributes seem justified as long as one is talking about the 
situation in the North, but become misleading when one considers the 
whole country. As Cao th! Nhu-Quynh and I hav~rgued elsewher&,8 
northern scholars have written most of the literary histories and they 
tend for various reasons, including lack of knowledge of literary efforts 
in the south, to pay scant if any attention to southern writers. As early as 
1887 a southern writer named Nguyen Trong Quan wrote a remarkable 
short story called "Truy~n Th'ay Lazaro Phien" (Story of Lazaro Phien) 
that is in many respects more carefully crafted than any of the stories by 
Ph':lm Duy Ton discussed here. Apparently, however, it provoked little 
interest when it appeared, perhaps because it was ahead of its time
departed too radically from the traditional way of telling stories described 
by Ph':lm QuYnh. In addition, the story's Christian title and theme may 
have suggested that it was a story designed not for entertainment but for 
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religious instruction. In the story a man (Lazaro Phien) confesses to the 
narrator that he murdered his wife and best friend whom he wrongly 
thought had been lovers. He decides to become a priest to atone for his 
sin and to secure peace of mind.39 

Another southerner, Ira Bi~u Chanh was also writing prose fic
tion in a colloquial style before Ph:;tm Duy T6n's stories appeared in 
Nam Phong. His first novel, Ai Lam Du(/c? (Who Can Do It?) was pub
lished in 1912.40 Although this work contains some old-fashioned ele
ments, including a great deal of the "straight line" narration mentioned 
by Ph:;tm Quynh, it concerns ordinary people living in Ca Mau who are 
allowed to speak naturally in their southern dialect. Other southerners, 
too, were writing around this time: Gilbert Tran Chanh Chieu, Le Hoang 
Muu, and Nguyen Chanh sat, for example.41 The common assumption 
that Ph:;tm Duy T6n was the first to develop a modem prose style will 
have to be reexamined as more is learned about the development of the 
early novel in the south. 

Collector of Humorous Anecdotes 
In an interview in 1971, Ph:;tm Duy explains how he discovered 

that his father and Th9 An, the collector of humorous stories (some of 
them which, as we say, would make a sailor blush) were one and the 
same person: 

One day when I was sad and bored I went upstairs and 
searched a desk, curious to see what was there. I found a 
notebook filled with squiggly writing. After reading it for 
a bit, I went downstairs and said to my mother: "At that 
old desk of father's there's a book with really obscene 
stories in it written by Th9 An. I wonder who this Th9 An 
is who writes these shocking, unbearable stories. "Th9 
An," my mother replied, is no one else but your father. 42 

These stories (see pp 124-125 for two examples), published 
around 1922-1923,43 are short--only from one-hundred to two-hundred 
words long. They are anecdotes, not short stories. Although Ph:;tm Duy 
T6n may have made up some of them and certainly embellished many, 
his role was primarily that of collector and recorder. At least one edition 
of his stories was called Tie'u Lam Quang Kj which means a collection 
of bawdy stories (tieu lam), recorded (ky) widely (quang), i.e. from vari
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ous regions of the country.44 In his introduction to a 1924 edition, "ThQ 
An" explains that he has accumulated these stories from different re
gions. He emphasizes their communal composition: "One person tells 
another a story and then people everywhere add to it with the result that 
the story expresses a common spirit shared by a people; it's not the pri
vate expression of any single individual."45 

Ph<;tm Duy Ton's achievement in these anecdotes is his fluent, 
simple prose style that remains close to the rhythms of oral speech and 
avoids the excessive parallelism of a more mannered style, sometimes 
called the "Chinese style" (loi van tau). Apparently Ph<;tm Duy Ton pub
lished these anecdotes after he wrote his short stories, but he suggests in 
his introduction to Tilu Lam Annam (Bawdy Stories of Annam) that he 
had been leisurely collecting anecdotes for some time.46 His ear for the 
nuances and rhythms of oral speech must have been heightened by his 
collecting of these oral narratives; certainly this activity helped him 
achieve a colloquial style more appropriate for modem fiction than the 
classical "Chinese style." 

One must remember that Vietnamese writers in the first quarter 
of the century were still struggling to develop a modem prose style. Other 
writers, contemporaries of Ph<;tm Duy Ton, who attempted to write prose 
fiction produced works that resembled verse narratives in style, theme 
and structure.47 The critic Vu NgQc Phan accuses Ph<;tm Duy Ton of 
slipping back into an older, poetic style in his story "Con Nguai Sa 
Khanh."48 He quotes lines like the following to make his point: "Chang 
vua tr<;tc tu6i thanh-xuan; hlnh-dung chai-chuot, a6-quan banh bao" (He 
was a stranger in the flush of youth, with polished image, elegant cap 
and robe). These lines, however, are taken from Kim Van Kieu where 
they describe the infam.ous Sa Khanh, a handsome rascal who deceives 
the heroine, Thuy Kieu.49 In these lines Ph<;tm Duy Ton is alluding (as he 
does in his title) to the older verse narrative to increase the intertextual 
richness of his story. His allusions to the Kieu story are a way of saying: 
You remember Sa Khanh, that dastardly deceiver of women from Truy¢n 
Kieu? Well, his type is still around-right here in Ha NQi! 

Although Vu NgQc Phan may attack Ph<;tm Duy Ton unfairly for 
his old-fashioned style in these lines, one can't dispute his point that 
Ph<;tm Duy Ton had not yet achieved a modern Vietnamese prose style. 
This was not developed until later, primarily by Nha"t Linh and other 
writers of the Self-Strength Group (Tl;t Ll;tc Van Do~m). Even as late 
as 1933 Nhat Linh complained that writers couldn't avoid two extremes: 
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some tried to impress people with their classical learning by writing in a 
Chinese style; others showed off their modernity by writing strange
sounding sentences characteristic of a French style.5o An "Annamese 
style" (loi van Annam) still eluded them, a "simple style, clear, close to 
the way we speak, with a sensible structure, strong in its ability to ex
press meaning concisely and fluently."51 Ph<;lm Duy Ton did not live 
long enough to master completely this style, but he began the journey 
toward it. Certainly his appreciation for folk anecdotes gave him a head 
start on his trip. 

VO Bang concludes that Ph<;lm Duy Ton was a "pioneer" collec
tor of humorous folk anecdotes-the first modem scholar/writer to real
ize their value.52 More research needs to be done in this area. Nguyen 
Dang M<;lnh mentions two other collections published before Ph<;lm Duy 
Ton's-one called Truyen DiJi Nay (1910) (Stories of These Times) and 
one entitled Chuy¢n Khai Hili (1913) (Humorous Stories).53 In the south 
other scholars had already produced collections of short tales in the quDC 
ngitscript. Truong Vinh Ky publishedChuy¢n DiJi Xua (Stories of Olden 
Times) in 1866, and Huynh T!nh Cua'sTruy¢n Gidi Buon (Stories to 
Relieve Boredom) came out in 1880. These collections resemble Ph<;lm 
Duy Ton's Tilu Lam Annam: they also are compilations of very short 
anecdotes that were part of the oral tradition. 

These southern compilers had different aims, however: Truong 
Vinh Ky and Huynh T!nh Qua produced their collections to help Viet
namese learn the new writing system employing roman letters-quae 
ngit. They intended them to be used as McGuffey's Readers were used 
in the U.S.: to promote literacy while teaching moral conduct. The sto
ries in their collections, none of which is vulgar, have a clear moralles
son (which is often stated explicitly at the end of the tale). Ph<;lm Duy 
Ton, on the other hand, intended his collection not to instruct but to en
tertain; he also wished to preserve a part of the Vietnamese cultural tra
dition. 

By showing how the new script could be used to tell familiar 
stories in a colloquial style all these compilers-northern and southern
hastened the development of prose fiction. Nguyen Khue sees similari
ties between the style used by Truong Vinh Ky and Huynh T!nh Cua in 
their retelling of folk anecdotes and that used by I-f6 Bi~u Chanh in his 
early novels.54 Unlike these southern compilers, who did not write prose 
fiction, Ph<;lm Duy Ton moved in his own writing from folk anecdote to 
short story and so in his case it seems inescapable that the approach 
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taken to the writing of the one genre would influence the approach taken 
in writing the other. 

These collections were (and still are) extremely popular. Chuy¢n 
DiJi Xua and Chuy¢n Gidi Buon have been reissued in dozens of edi
tions. Ph<;tm Duy T6n's collections appear to have served a more under
ground but also extensive audience. Because some of his stories were 
considered obscene, many no doubt had to read them on the sly. Never
theless, many copies were printed. Thien TU6ng, who claims personal 
knowledge of publishing practices related to Ph<;tm Duy T6n's works, 
says that after the publishing house Quang Thtnh bought the copyright, 
it reprinted Ph<;tm Duy T6n's collection of anecdotes always once and 
sometimes twice a year; at each printing 10,000 to 30,000 volumes were 
produced. According to Thien TU6ng, there "wasn't a province capital, 
or district, or prefecture in IndCJchina that didn't have a copy."55 

Ph<;tm Duy T6n was certainly not as influential a figure as Nguyen 
Van Vtnh or Ph<;tm Quynh, two of his contemporaries who were also 
writers, editors, and staunch advocates of cooperation with France. Both 
these men were editors of more influential newspapers-Dong Duong 
Tt;lp Chi and Nam Phong respectively. Nguyen Van Vi'nh distinguished 
himself as a translator of French and English works-La Fontaine's fables, 
Victor Hugo's Les Miserables, Jonathan Swift's Gulliver's Travels, Abbe 
Prevost's Manon Lescaut, for example. Ph<;tm Quynh wrote long schol
arly articles for Nam Phong on topics chosen from the fields of science, 
philosophy, literature, political science, and geography. But Ph<;tm Duy 
T6n, as I have attempted to show, participated prominently in the intel
lectuallife of Vietnam during the period 1910-1924. Although southerners 
were writing prose fiction before Ph<;tm Duy T6n, they didn't specialize 
in short stories. Further research seems likely to confirm that he deserves 
to be considered the father of the modem Vietnamese short story. If all 
his writing, including that which he did using various pen-names-his 
journalism, his short stories, his collections of folk anecdotes--could be 
gathered in one place for a more thorough appraisal, we might find that 
he has bequeathed us more than we now realize. There is a tendency 
among some resistance-oriented scholars to ignore figures like Ph<;tm 
Duy T6n. This is a mistake for although Ph<;tm Duy T6n was not a revo
lutionary, he led a rich and colorful life. Understanding his choices and 
contributions helps us develop a more complete picture of the literary 
and political culture of Vietnam during the colonial period. 
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"BlfC Mlnh"(Annoyed) or "C~u Chuy?n Thuong T~m" (A Heart-Rending 
Story). See endnote 20 for an explanation of the confusion over the title of this 
story. It appeared originally in Dong DU(Jng Tgp Dhi 55(1914) and is reprinted 
in Van 169 (1 Jan 1971): 63; and also in the following work edited by Nguyen 
Dang M,:mh: HflP Tuye'n Van HQc Vi¢t Nam (1920-1945) (Selections from Viet
namese Literature), Series 5, Volume 1 (Ha NQi: Van H9C) 1987: 87-88. 

"Song Chet M~c Bay!" (It's Nothing to Me!)Nam Phong 18 Dec, 1918): 355
357. Shortened versions have been reprinted in the many editions of Duong 
Quang Ham's Quoc Van Trfch Dien (Excerpts from the National Literature). 
We found it in the second edition published in Ha NQi by Nghiem Hiin in 1925: 
222-225) and in Van: 60-62. A complete version is reprinted inHflP Tuye/l Van 
HQc Vi¢t Nom (1920-1945): 82-87. 

"Con Nguai Sa Khanh" (The Lady Killer), Nam Phong 20 (Feb. 1919): 
151-154. 

"Nuac Dai Lam Noi" (The Tides of Life), Nam Phong 23(May 1919): 
401-404. 

Tilu Lam Annam (Bawdy Stories of Annam). Author: Th9 An (pen name). 
Two volumes (Vol. 1 contains stories 1-31, volume 2, stories 32-64). Third 
edition. (Ha NQi: fch Ky) 1924. We obtain microfiche copies of these volumes 
from the ational Library m Pans, which also has editions published in 1927 
and 1929. Thien Tuong says that Ph<;lm Duy Ton published a three-volume 
edition of his stories called Tie'u Ulm Quang Ky(Bawdy Stories Recorded 
Widely) "around 1925, 1926." First the publishing house fch Ky published 
Tilu Lam Quang Ky, later Quang Thfnh. Thien Tuong also mentions that Ph<;lm 
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Notes 

1 Ph~m Duy was born in 1922 and grew up in Ha N9i. He composed patriotic 
songs for the Vi~t Minh during the early part of the first Indochina War against 
the French but split with them in the early 50s and moved to Sai Gon where he 
continued to write songs, give concerts, and teach music. Among those young 
Vietnamese who learned from him were his own children who started a popu
lar singing group called the Dreamers in Saigon. When the communists took 
over in 1975, Ph~m Duy came to the U.S. and now lives in Midway City, Cali
fornia. His children, still the Dreamers and still popular, now sing for Vietnam
ese audiences in America. 
2 Ph~ Duy, "Viet ve Bej'" (Writing About My Father), Van 169 (1 Jan 1971): 4. 
3 Ibid. 
4 Nguy~n Hien Le, Dong Kinh NghTa ThlfC (Tonkin Free School) (Saigon: La 
Boi) 1968: 45. 
5 Ph~m Duy, "Viet ve Bo": 5. 
6 Ph~ Duy mentions his father's use of opium in an interview with Vii Bang. 
"Noi Chuy~n vm Ph~ Duy ve Ph~ Duy Ton" (Talking with Ph~m Duy about 
Ph~m Duy Ton), Van: 11. 
7 Quoted in an obituary entitled "M9t Tin Buon trong Bao Gi6i" (Sad News in 
the Press), Thifc Nghi¢p Dan BaolO04(25 Feb 1924). Reprinted in Van: 19-21. 
8 This information regarding Vietnamese language newspapers comes from 
two sources: Huynh Van TongLtch Sit Bao eM Vi¢t Nam tit Khd'i Thuy de'n 
Nam 1930 (History ofJournalism in Vietnam from Its Origin until 1930) (Saigon: 
TrfDang) 1973: 33-46; and David Marr, Vietnamese Tradition on Trial, 1920
1945(Berkeley: University of California Press) 1971: 44-53. Huynh Van Tong's 
work is a revised version of his unpublished These de doctorat de IIIe cycle, 
"Histoire de la press vietnamienne des origines a 1930," 2 vols. (Paris: Univer
sityofParis) 1971. 
9 Pro-French sentiments are found in almost every article by Ph~m Duy Ton in 
Llfc Tinh Tan Van in 1915-1916. His pro-French arguments are expressed most 
directly in articles appearing on the following days in 1915: March 1, 11, and 
25; April 1, and 15; October 21; and, December 9, and 16.
 
10 "Dnh Nguai Phap doi v6i Nguai Nam" (Relations between French and
 
Vietnamese), 1 April 1915.
 
II The article on Indian usurers appears on 15 July 1915; the articles on busi

ness and the Chinese appear on 27 May and 2 September 1915.
 
12 See the following issues from 1915 for articles on the flood: 29 July, 12
 
August, and 16 September. "Ho~n ~n Tuang Ctru" appeared in the August 12
 
Issue.
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13 Ph<;UT1 Duy Ton's "Tnich Nhi~m Nguai Utm Bao" appeared on 16 December
 
1915. Nguy~n Kim Dfnh's reply appeared in Nong Co Min Dam, 23 December
 
1915.
 
14 M¢c Khue, Ba Mum Na11L-Van Hr;c (Thirty Years of Literature) (Ha N¢i:
 
Tan Vi~t) 1942: 121.
 
15 I am paraphrasing D~ng Thai Mai here. See Van Th(J Cach Mq.ng Vi¢t Nam
 
Dau The'Ky XX(Vi~t Nam's Revolutionary Prose and Poetry in the Early Twen

tieth Century) (Ha N¢i: Van H9C) 1974: 127-128.
 
16 Vii Bang, "N6i Chuy~n v6i Ph<;UT1 Duy ve Ph~m Duy Ton": 17.
 
17 Ph~m Quynh, "Ban ve Ti~u Thuyet" (A Discussion of the Novel)JVam
 
Phong 48(Jan 1921): 1-15.
 
18 Ibid.: 14.
 
19 I have been able to locate only four of Ph~m Duy Ton's short stories (see list 
at end of this article), but it seems likely he wrote and published others. His son 
mentions that he wrote stories under the pen names UU Thai Man and D6ng 
Phuong S6c ("Viet ve Bo": 6), but we couldn't find any works written under 
these names, no doubt because American libraries do not have a complete col
lection of Vietnamese periodicals. 
20 There is some confusion surrounding the title of this story. In the Van issue 
devoted to Ph~m Duy Ton, and inH9P Tuyln Van Hr;c Vi¢t Nam (1920-1945) 
(Selections from Vietnamese Literature), Series 5, Volume 1, ed. Nguy~n Dang 
M~nh (Ha N¢i: Van H9C) 1987, this story about the rickshaw driver is called 
"Cau Chuy~n Thuang Tam." Both these sources reprint the story, presumably 
in its entirety. However, this same story is called "Bt,tc Minh" (Annoyed) by 
Thanh Lang in Bang Lif(JC Do Van Hr;c Vi¢t Nam: Quyln Hc;t-Ba The' H¢ cua 
Nen Van Hr;c MfJi (1862-1945) (Survey of Vietnamese Literature: Vol. 2 
Three Generations of Modern Literature) (Sa Gan: Trlnh Bay) 1967: 496. Per
haps what has been reprinted is an excerpt from a longer story called "Bt,tc 
Minh." The story originally appeared in Dong DU(Jng Tq.p Chi 55 (1914). I 
have not been able to locate this volume of this periodical in any U.S. library. 
21 Many Vietnamese know this story because it was included in a very widely 
circulated anthology entitled Quac Van Trich Diin (Excerpts from the National 
Literature) prepared by Duong Quang Ham in the early 1920s. This anthology, 
which has been reissued in dozens of editions, was first published for use in 
normal schools and in French-Vietnamese superior primary schools. 
22 Nam Phong 18(Dec 1918): 355. 
23 "Don Juan" would be another possible translation of the title of this story. 
Sa Khanh is a character from Nguyen Du's verse narrative Kim Van Kieu. 
Because he deceives the heroine in this famous verse narrative, his name has 
become a synonym for deceiver of women-a wolf or lady killer. See the Tale 
of Kieu, trans. by Huynh Sanh Th6ng (New Haven: Yale University Press) 
1983: 55-63. 
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24 See Huynh Sanh Thong's translation of theTale 0/ Kieu, line 1220: 64. 
25 Bui Xuftn Bao, Naissance et evolution du roman vietnamien moderne: 1925
1945 (Paris: Duong M6i) 1972, 1985: 30. 
26 Cao thj Nhu-Quynh-and I discuss Ira Bi~u Chanh's contributions to prose 
fiction in "Ira Bi~u Chanh and the Early Development of the Vietnamese Novel," 
Vietnam Forum 12 (Summer-Fall 1988): 100-111. 
27 L/!-c Tinh Tan Van, 12 August 1915. 
28 See Ph<:tm Cao Duong, Vietnamese Peasants Under French Domination 
(Berkeley, CA: Center for Southeast Asia Studies, University of California) 
1985: 81-115 and passim. 
29 These are names for pieces in chess as well as cards, so perhaps the canton 
chief was playing chess, not cards. 
30 Quoted by Ph<:tm Cao Duong: 89. 
31 Truc Ha, "Luqc Khao ve sl! Tien H6a cila Quac Van trong Lai Viet Ti~u 

Thuyet" (Summary of the Evolution of the National Literature as Seen through 
the Novel), Nam Phong 175(August 1932): 116-120. 
32 Vii NgQc Phan,Nha Van Hi¢nD(}i (Contemporary Writers), Volume 1 (Glen
dale, CA: Dainam) 1941, 19?? (date ofreprint not indicated): 137-138. 
33 Thanh Uing: 497. 
34 For the titles, sources, and brief summaries of stories by Nguy~n Ba HQc, 
see Hoang NgQc Thanh, "Quac Ngu and the Development of Modern Viet
namese Literature," InAspects o/Vietnamese History, ed. Walter F. Vella, Asian 
Studies at Hawaii 8 (University Press of Hawaii) 1973: 191-236. 
35 Thanh Lang: 494. 
36 Blii Van Nguyen and Phan SI T1ln, Qua Trinh Ltch Sit Van HflC Vi¢t Nam 
(Course in the History of Vietnamese Literature) (Ha N¢i: Nha Xu1lt Ban Giao 
Dl,lc) 1963: 299. 
37 Nguy~n Dang M<:tnh, H9P Tuye'n Van HflC Vi¢t Nam: 82. 
38 See note 26 above. 
39 This story has been reprinted in Van (Ira Chi Minh City) 3(February 1989): 
115-122; and in Nguy~n Van Trung, ed., Nhilng ang van chuang quac ngil dau 
tien (First Literary Works in the National Script) (Ho Chi Minh City: D<:ti HQc 
Su Ph<:tm) 1987: 36-60. Excerpts in Vietnamese with a French translation can 
be found in A. Cheon, ed., Recueil de Cent Textes Annamites (Ha N¢i: F.H. 
Schneider) 1899. According to Nguy~n Van Trung, "Truy¢n Th'ay Lazaro Phien" 
is "the first story in the southern region written in prose in the Western style": 
26.
 
40 This novel can be found in the journalN6ng C6Min Dam beginning with the
 
20 March 1919 issue and ending with the 18 March 1920 issue.
 
41 For infonnation on these and other southern writers, see Hoai Anh, Thanh
 
Nguyen, and Ira SI Hi¢p, Van HflC Nam B9 titDau den Giila The' Ky XX (1900

1954) (The Literary Culture of the Southern Region from the Beginning to the
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Middle of the Twentieth Century) (H'o Chi Minh City: Nha Xuat Ban Thanh
 
Pho H'o Chi Minh) 1988.
 
42 Quoted by Vii Bang," 6i Chuy¢n vai Phl;lm Duy ve Phl;lm Duy Ton": 10.
 
43 The edition in the NationatLibrary in Paris that we read (Fieu Lam Annam)
 
was published in 1924, but it was a third edition. See our list of "Works by
 
Phl;lm Duy Ton" at the end of this article.
 
44 See Thien Tuang, "Tilu Lam Quang Kycua Th9 An Phl;lm Duy Ton" (Th9
 
An Phl;lm Duy Ton's Bawdy Stories Recorded Widely), Van: 48.
 
45 Tilu Lam Annam: 1.
 
46 Ibid.
 
47 I would put Nguyen Tuang Tam's (pen name: Nhat Linh)Nho Phong (Con

fucian Manners) (1925) in this category.
 
48 Vii Ng9c Phan: 137-138.
 
49 Se Huynh Sanh Thong's translation, lines 1059-60: 56.
 
50 The most well-known advocate of the French style was Hoang Tfch Chu.
 
See David Marr: 165.
 
51 Nhat Linh, "Hai cai Thai qrc" (Two Extremes)fhong Hoa (Manners and
 
Morals), 14 July 1933: 3.
 
52 Vii Bang, "Phl;lm Duy Ton, Bilc-Dan Anh trong Loi Van Hai Huac" (Phl;lm
 
Duy Ton: Leader in the Field of Humorous Stories), Van: 35.
 
53 Nguyen Dang Ml;lnh: 10.
 
54 Nguyen Khue, Chan-dung Ho Bie'u Chanh (A Portrait of Ho Bieu Chanh)
 
(Saigon: Ura Thieng) 1974: 285.
 
55 Thien Tuang: 49.
 
* One of three suits in the game of tlf-lom. The suits are stich, VI;lIl and van. 
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551'\9 Ch~t Mq.c Bayl 
Jt's Nothil'\9 to Me 

Ph~m Duy T51'\
 
T I"al'\slated by 30hl'\ C. Schafel" al'\d Cao thi Nhu-QuYl'\h
 

It was almost one 0'clock. Torrential rains were falling. The wa
ters of the Red River had risen to a dangerous level and it looked as if a 
section of the dike in village X of district X had weakened and was about 
to collapse. 

A thousand or so workers had been trying since the afternoon to 
save it-some with shovels, some with pickaxes, some carrying dirt, 
some carrying bamboo. Walking in mud up to their knees, they packed 
the earth and drove in stakes. Everyone was soaked to the skin. It was 
truly a sad scene. 

The drum beat continuously, the hom blew nonstop, and the 
people worked together, calling out noisily, but everyone was already 
tired. From the heavens the rain continued to pour down and the waters 
of the river whirled higher. Alas, human power is no match for the power 
of the heavens! A dike cannot compete with the force of water! What a 
catastrophe it would be if this dike should break. 

So the children, the people, covered with mud and worried to 
death, threw their frail frames into battle with the elements in order to 
save their lives and property! But where were the parents-the manda
rins? 

They were in the village hall about four or five hundred meters 
away. The hall was above the dike but high and sturdy: no matter how 
high the water rose it would never be threatened. 

Inside, the hall was well-lit, and servants and soldiers bustled 
about. On a bed placed in the middle of the hall sat an imposing and 
proud-looking mandarin. His left hand rested on a pillow and his right 
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leg was stretched out so a servant kneeling on the floor could scratch it. 
An orderly holding a feather fan stood nearby and would fan the manda
rin lightly from time to time. Another orderly stood with his arms folded 
ready to wait on his maste.r. Near the mandarin on his left steam bil
lowed up from a bowl of sweetened swallow's nest soup placed on an 
inlaid tray. A turtle-shell box lay open with a silver compartment filled 
with betel leaves and areca nuts. Around it lay tobacco, a gold watch, a 
knife with an ivory handle, a carved limestone pipe, an ear cleaner, a 
case for medicine, a pen holder, and toothpicks with the ends split and 
spread to form small blossoms. All these things were very pleasing to 
behold. Around the bed were four rattan chairs. To the mandarin's right 
sat his assistant, a sergeant in charge of soldiers, and a clerk; seated close 
to the mandarin on his left was the local chief of the canton. They were 
playing cards. 

Outside the wind blew, the rain poured down noisily, and the 
workers were in a state of panic; but inside the atmosphere was very 
quiet and serious: except for the mandarin no one dared to speak in a 
loud voice. Outside, people smeared with mud toiled like ants on the 
dike; but inside the hall everyone acted in a leisurely, majestic, and im
posing manner. The mandarin sat above, his deputies sat below, and ser
vants and orderlies, their arms folded respectfully, stood in line to wait 
on these godlike personages. Occasionally the mandarin would call out, 
"You, my waterpipe!" and the orderly would reply, "Yes, sir." The as
sistant mandarin would ask, "Sir, are you ready to draw?" and the man
darin would reply, "Ready." One person would say, "Eight stich,* I win." 
Another, "Seven van, I win." At times they played quickly, at times slowly 
and happily. It was all very proper and honorable, truly a pastime suit
able for this illustrious mandarin. 

The mandarin and all his staff were enjoying their game of t6'
tom in the village hall. If the heavens should fall, the dike break, and 
people drown while he was playing, he didn't care. What strange power 
do those 120 black and red cards possess that enable them to obsess this 
mandarin? If the dike breaks, never mind; no matter how much the river 
moves it's no match for a move in a game of cards. Standing on the dike 
supervising those pounding in posts and packing dirt, watching those 
wretched scenes-how can that compare to sitting in the village hall 
where there are people ready to deal and draw cards, where there are so 
many pleasures! 
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Alas, the way the mandarin sat so relaxed, with his staff and or
derlies hovering on both sides of him, who would dare say: Close by 
there is great danger, a terrible catastrophe is about to occur. Who except 
those with hearts of stone would not be moved to pity for the people of 
this village! 

Never mind. The people are not important. If you have a good 
hand, how can you abandon it? The mandarin eats and plays cards while 
servants wait on him hand and foot. How wonderful and enjoyable it is! 
When the mandarin puts down a winning card, who doesn't cluck in 
admiration. A high card is worth dozens of broken dikes and flooded 
rice fields. Everyone should understand that. 

The mandarin won a hand. People on all sides hasten to show 
him their cards. "I was close," said one, "but I didn't dare make a try." "I 
had a pair," said another, "but I didn't dare draw another card." 

The mandarin held his cards. Having finished a bowl of swallow's 
nest soup, he sat idly, stroking his beard and stretching his legs, his eyes 
focused on the stack of undealt cards. Suddenly from outside came and 
earth-splitting sound. Everyone was startled except the mandarin, who 
remained unruffled, eagerly waiting for someone to put down the same 
card as he held so he could defeat him. He was about to achieve a big 
WIll. 

Someone said softly: "Sir, maybe the dike collapsed." 
Frowning, the mandarin grumbled, "Forget it!" 
Clasping his cards, he adjusted a pillow on his right side. Then 

he leaned forward and spoke to one of the officials: "If you can't win the 
hand, then take a card." 

"Yes sir, I will," the official quickly replied. 
Just at that time the sound of people yelling became louder and 

louder. There was also a roar that sounded like a rushing waterfall and 
then the crying of chickens, dogs, water buffalo, and cows echoed on all 
sides. 

Everyone in the hall was anxious and frightened. Suddenly a peas
ant, his body smeared with mud, ran in breathing so rapidly he could 
hardly speak: 

"Sir... honorable mandarin... the dike collapsed!" 
The mandarin's face reddened and turning he shouted: 
"The dike collapsed! The dike collapsed! I'll cut your throats. 

I'll put you all in prison. Do you know what you're doing? Where's the 
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orderly? How dare you let him run in here like this? Don't we have any 
rules anymore?" 

"Sir. ..." 
"Get him out of here!" 
The mandarin turned toward an official and asked: 
"What card did you draw?" 
"Sir, I haven't drawn yet." 
"Well then draw." 
The officer, his hand trembling, reached out and took a card from 

the deck. He turned it over and called out: 
"Card number one!" 
Clapping his hands and stepping down from the bed, the manda

rin shouted: 
"There! Just what I was waiting for!" 
Then the mandarin quickly spread out his cards, laughing and 

saying: "I win! I win with this number three and number one! Orderly, 
my waterpipe!" 

While the mandarin was winning his big victory in cards, the 
whole region was flooding, swirling eddies created deep pits, houses 
drifted away, and rice seedlings were inundated. There was no place for 
those still alive to live, no place for the dead to be buried: they drifted 
alone-solitary figures on the water. The scene was so sad there is no 
way to describe it adequately. 

Two t-1lAmol"olAs ,;Al'\ecdotes 

A long time ago there was a district chief who administered a district far 
from his home. His wife, who was pregnant and about to give birth, did 
not accompany him. One day the district chief sent a servant home to see 
whether his wife had given birth yet. Because the servant was quite na
ive and feared the whole business of childbirth, when he arrived at his 
master's home he didn't dare enter; instead he stood outside the fence 
and peeked in. At that time the district chief's wife came out from the 
house, lifted up her skirt, and relieved herself. After seeing this, the ser
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vant quickly returned and said to his master: "Sir, your wife has had a 
baby." 

Delighted by the news, the district chief asked: "Is it a boy 
or a girl?" 

"Sir," the servant replied, "I'm not certain whether it's a boy or a 
girl, but I noticed that it greatly resembles you." 

"Really? In what way?" 
"Sir, it has a beard just like yours." 

One Ml-tst Be Calm and Set"ene 

There once was a man who had a servant who spoke very quickly and 
thoughtlessly. The man would scold the servant for "exercising his mouth 
before he had rested his rear." He instructed him to speak calmly and 
sweetly, to talk so that it was clear what happened first, what happened 
last. 

One day the man was having a drink while sitting next to a hot 
coal stove. The servant entered and was about to call out when he re
membered what his master had taught him. Calmly and serenely he folded 
his arms and spoke very slowly: 

"Sir, the silkworm spits out the raw silk which is spun into a 
cocoon; then people unwind the silk thread from the cocoon and weave 
it into cloth. Finished with the weaving, they take the silk to market to 
sell. You, sir, go to the market, you buy the cloth and take it to the tailor 
who sews for you a shirt which you take home and wear. Wearing the 
shirt, you sit next to the stove drinking. The fire moves from the stove to 
your shirt and sets it on fire. Right now it is about to burn up your whole 
shirt." 

The man jumped up and saw that the fire had consumed almost 
all of the flap of his shirt. He yelled at the servant, who responded: 

"Now, master. You're angry and are speaking quickly and 
thoughtlessly and not making any sense. One must speak sweetly, calmly, 
and serenely." 




